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TRANSPORTATION

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE 
IN A BUSY ENVIRONMENT

SOFTGRID®  SQUARE
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BRIGHTLINE ALL ABOARD

BRIGHTLINE
ALL ABOARD

ZYSCOVICH ARCHITECTS

FLORIDA, USA

The unprecedented infrastructure project, led by SOM and Zyscovich 
Architects, provides a vital new service for Florida residents, businesses, and 
tourists in a bustling transportation hub. Arktura’s acoustic ceiling, SoftGrid® 
Square, was selected for use through the multi-layered vertical structure, 
ensuring the visitor’s experience (surrounded by a bustling train station) was 
comfortable to their senses. It also contributes to the scheme of stacked 
dynamic linear structure of the station - an architectural icon of a 21st-century 
Miami.

https://arktura.com/product/softgrid-square/
https://arktura.com/product/all-aboard-wpb/
https://arktura.com/product/all-aboard-wpb/
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LAX TERMINAL 2TRANSPORTATION

LAX TERMINAL 2
WESTFIELD 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, USA

Arktura worked closely in a design and fabrication partnership with 
Westfield and Akar Studios to create a graphic and engaging effect 
in the newly imagined T-2 at LAX. Graphic Perf® interior custom 
panels are poetically woven throughout the terminal to create a 
vibrant installation and impact. The design makeover has defined 
the LAX experience. It elevates travelers’ expectations in creating a 
genuinely world-class airport environment. 

CUSTOM PANELS 
& DETAILS

GRAPHIC PERF®  

https://arktura.com/product/graphic-perf-scripted-pattern/
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LAX TERMINAL 6TRANSPORTATION

LAX 
TERMINAL 6 ZYSCOVICH ARCHITECTS

FLORIDA, USA

Montalba Architects & Corgan Associates requested that Arktura’s Solutions 
Studio® capture the bustling vibrancy of L.A.’s iconic Sunset Boulevard in a 
lighting system, as part of LAX’s T-6’s “swanky” $70.5-million makeover. The 
illumination drives the terminal’s experience and is organized by interconnected 
pathways that lead passengers on their journey. Arktura proposed, designed, 
and directed a simple install of the terminal’s innovative lighting system consisting 
of a winding steel structure and a powder-coated stainless steel mesh diffuser 
masking the LED lumination. This project solution by Arktura afforded Westfield 
the facility to debut its latest transport hub before the deadline and under-budget. 

CUSTOM 
LIGHT
FEATURE 

SOLUTIONS STUDIO®  

MONTALBA ARCHITECTS

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, USA

https://arktura.com/product/lax-t-6-2/
https://arktura.com/product/lax-t-6-2/
https://arktura.com/solutions/
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SFO TERMINAL 3TRANSPORTATION

SFO TERMINAL 3
GENSLER

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, USA

Gensler rehabilitated SFO’s Terminal 3 boarding area intending to deliver a fresh, 
modernized, and lively environment that would put a harried traveler at ease. 
Part of the design required a displacement air ventilation system that conserved 
energy while providing cold air at a human level rather than from overhead. 
Gensler succeeded in collaboration with Arktura in achieving imaginative 
cladding for the ventilation system and columns using Graphic Perf®. The 
openings in the Graphic Perf® panels permit air to filter through while hiding the 
system from view while accenting Gensler’s bright and modern space. 

CONCEAL 
BUILDING 
SYSTEMS

GRAPHIC PERF®  

https://arktura.com/product/graphic-perf-scripted-pattern/
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BNA SIGNATURE TERMINALTRANSPORTATION

BNA 
SIGNATURE
TERMINAL

SCHENKEL SHULTZ

NASHVILLE, TN

Signature FS unveiled their new FBO terminal at Nashville 
International Airport, featuring numerous systems and solutions 
by Arktura. Travelers and pilots are greeted upon arrival with an 
extensive Graphic Perf® Custom Photoreal Exterior treatment, 
paying homage to Nashville’s iconic music legacy. For the 
interior, the SoftGrid® Wave system is paired with the subtle 
complementary system, Atmosphera® Linea, to communicate 
an environment acoustically attuned to luxury. The naturally tonal 
variations of Arktura’s materials compliment Signature’s artifacts, 
from musicians and celebrities who pass through their gates, 
prominently displayed through the terminal design.

PRODUCTS THAT 
FIT YOUR SPACES

GRAPHIC PERF®  | SOFTGRID® | ATMOSPHERA®

https://arktura.com/product/photoreal-exterior-2/
https://arktura.com/product/softgrid-wave/
https://arktura.com/product/atmosphera-standard-linea/
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